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Engineering Salaries on the Rise
\

The more jobs, the higher the salary
offers . This age-{)ld law of supply and
demand was evidenced once again this
year as beginning salary offers to new
college graduates increased noticeably
for the first time in four years.
The higher salary averages appear to
be a result of a resurgence of college
recruiting this year characteristic of
the late 19605, according to data
compiled by the College Placement
Council for its year-end Salary Survey
reports. A heavy demand for candidates in technical disciplines was
apparent once again, with the biggest
surge in activity noted in the number of
offers to engineering gradutes at the
bachelor's level.
In the previous three years of curtailed recruiting activity, percentage
increases in salary offers hovered
around the 2 per cent level. This year,
however, beginning salary averages
moved upward at a rate of 4 per cent or
more , in many instances. The data
were released today by L. R. Nuss,
placement director at the University of
Missouri-Rolla, one of the participating
institutions in the Council's Salary
Survey.
The past season also saw marked
efforts by employers to improve the
employment status of women. A
reflection of this is the fact that percentage increases in salary offers to
women bachelor's-degree candidates
generally were larger than for their

male counterparts. These increases,
however, still did not bring the actual
dollar averages up to the level of men's
offers except in the high demand
categories such as engineering and
accounting. Nine of the 14 women's
categories were under the $718 average
for male humanities and social sciences
majors, the lowest figure in the men's
survey.
Additionally, although the women's
survey showed a substantial gain in
activity, the actual number of offers to
women
bachelor's
candidates
remained far below the number to men.
One reason is that, for the most part,
women still ar not majoring in the
technical areas currently in high
demand.
Each year the Council conducts
studies on salary offers to male and
female graduating students as reported
by selected college placement offices.
The Council is the international nonprofit organization which provides
services for colleges and employers to
assist students in their career planning
and employment.
Data for the men's study are reported
by 145 representative colleges and
universities from coast to coast based
on actual offers made by business and
industrial firms. Information for the
women's study also includes offers by
government agencies and non-profit
organizations and is furnished by 134
selected institutions nationwide. The

major differences in the two studies are
that the men's offers are reported by'
academic programs and all three
degree levels are covered. For the
women's study only bachelor's offers
are collected and the data are reported
by types of positions rather than by
academic programs.
In the men's study, chemical
engineering remained at the top in
dollar value of offers at the bachelor'sdegree level with an average of $962 a
month, followed by electrical
engineeri ng , $931 , and mechanical
engineering, $927. General business
majors received average offers of $757
while accounting offers averlrged $887.
Increases in most of the bachelor's
disciplines ranged from 4 per cent to 5
per cent, except in the sciences where
increases were as high as 7 per cent but
represented only a limited number of
offers. Another exception was the $718
average for humanities and social
sciences which represented a gain of
less than 3 per cent over the last two
years.
Candidates for master's degrees in
business administration continued to
attract the most offers and the highest
average starting salaries at the
master's level of the men's study.
Those with a technical undergraduate
degree experienced a 4 per cent increase to an average of $1,177 a month

while those with non-technical
backgrounds went up 5 per cent to
$1,115.
The averages
for
master's
engineering candidates ranged from
$1,020 for civil engineering to $1,093 for
chemical engineering, representing
increases from 3 per cent to slightly
under 5 per cent. The lowest average at
the master's level was $922 for candidates in agriculture and related
sciences, an increase of 4 per cent.
At the doctoral level, the top dollar
average was the $1,508 a month for
electrical engineering, an increase of
just under 5 per cent.
In the women's study as in the men's
study at the bachelor's level ,
engineering candidates received the
highest average offers. For women the
average rose 5 per cent to $936 a month ,
which actually was slightly higher than
the $929 men's average for all
engineering disciplines . Several
women's categories experienced the
largest percentage increases in either
study. Health and medical services
went up 11 per cent to $715, scientific
research gained over 10 per cent to
$727, and business and public administration advanced 9 per cent to
$700. More modest increases were
recorded by the dollar average leaders
in the women's study. EDP.
programming-systems went up 5 per
cent to $814, and accounting-auditing
increased 3 per cent to $855.

Management Course for Fall- "Men of Industry"
This
fall
the
engineering
management department at the
University of Missouri-Rolla has
established a course entitled "Men of
Industry." The three hour credit course
is being ta ught by three men engaged in
industry in Tulsa, Okla. , Kansas City
and Springfield.
Don Warlick, manager of PesiCotransportation division , Tulsa, will
lecture on "Market Research for
Decision-Making, New Development
and Acquisition" Sept. 14, 21 and one
other session the date to be announced
later.
A native of Tulsa, Warlick is
responsible for marketing research ,
analysis and some market planning
activities for four subsidiary companies within the transportation
division of PepsiCo (other divisions of
the company include Frito-Lay, Wilson
Sporting Goods and Pepsi Cola). He
was formerly a vice president of Robert
B. Spears Co. and senior operations
research analyst for Skelly Oil Co. He
_holds a B.S. degree in engineering and
an M.S. degree in mathematics from
the University of Tulsa.
Second participant in the course is
James Eckhoff, chief engineer for
Western Electric in Kansas City. His
topiC is "Manufacturing Management"
and he will be on the UMR campus Oct.
10, 17 and 24.
An alumnus of UMR, Eckhoff
received his B.S. degree in electrical
engineering in 1960. Following
engineering assignments with the

Westinghouse Co. in Pittsburgh, Pa.,
and St. Louis, he went to work for
Western Electric in Kansas City in 1961.
He worked on engineering assignments
related to the production of semiconductor devices in the areas of
material and wafer production as well
as device assembly and testing. Since
1969 he has had management assignments in manufacturing engineering
and shop production.
Final lecturer is Ray O'Keefe,
president of Reyco Industries,
Springfield. His lectures will be given
Nov. 7 and 14 and Dec. 5 and 12 on
" Employing Engineering Management
Concepts Successfully.
O'Keefe began his business career
with Trailmobile, a division of
Pullman, Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio. In 1958,
he moved to the Mechanex Corp.,
Englewood, Colo., and in 1964 to Reyco
Industries. Reyco is a subsidiary of A.
J. Industries, Inc. , of Los Angeles,
Calif. In 1969 he was made corporate
senior vice president of the parent
company.
In addition to being operating head of
Reyco,
he
provides
overall
organizational and
operational
guidance-particularly marketing-to
the 22 sub..sidiaries and di visions
comprising the corporation.
Each session of the class will be from
2:30 to 5:30 p.m. in Mechanical
Engineering 208. The three men hold
appointments as "lecturer in
engineering management." Each
lecturer will be responsible for the

method of teaching and will grade the
students for work done during his series
of presentations. Overall responsibility
for the course, its content and final
grade to the student is held by Dr. John

Amos , associate professor of
engineering management.
Students not enrolled in the course
are welcome to participate in any of the
lectures.

Here it is, folks, UMR's long awaited new quad - a study in concrete, rocks, and green things . It stands as living testimony to the
Chancellor'S appreciation of fine landscaping.

The Miner Is Back
This issue marks the beginning of
another year of literary delights from
the Missouri Miner. Anyone interested
in helping with the paper is encouraged
to get in touch with anyone on the staff.
If you have an article or notice of interest to the UMR student body, they
are welcome and should. if possible. be

turned in to the Miner by Thursday
preceding the issue in which it should
be run. Contributions may be placed in
the mailbox at 1'-14 or turned in to the
office upstairs during office hours 1:00-3:30 p.m . Monday through
Thursday.
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Student
Council
News

bank robbery and shootings in the action-packed western, Cahill,
showing at the drive-in this week.
The immortal John Wayne is back in the "old west" again
trying to bring up a pair of sons who have acquired the peculiar
hobby of bank robbery.
The movie is filmed at the new Warner Bros. "Western Town"
site in LaJoya, Mexico. The massive one-half million dollar
complex is the latest in movie authenticity. It features everything
from saloon to vintage train and depot and took 250 skilled artesians six months to build.
The movie promises to be an action packed thriller with superb
filming a nd props.

Appropriations Deadline
Oct. 5
Student Council Free Day
April 15

SEPT.18
Campus Round·Up
2:00·5:00

Centennial Hall
Hallmark Art Exhibit

Sept. 4·14

Univ. Center
Missouri State Art Exhibit

Sept. 4·21

Student Union
Folk Dancing

Sept. 12

Centennial Hall

Moving In and fixing up

Service Sorority

\
"

Student Union
Board Of Events

In the Movies

u.s. Marshall J. D. Cahill (John Wayne) has his hands full of

All School Party Weekend
Sept. 22

,
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can be a big iob.

- Alph~ 'P hi Omega, UMR.service fraternity , is sponsoring
the organization of the first
service sorority on campus.
Upsilon Mu Rho, is open to all
coeds. If you are interested in
serving your campus and
:community, come to the first.
organizational meeting Sept. 12. '
The meeting will be held in
Room 202 of the Old Student
Union . at 7:30 p.~. v . . -

Let Herrman Lumber Company lend a helping
hand. We have all the Supplies and Tools to
make your job a little easier. Check our prices.

.A COMPLETE LINE OF GLIDDEN PAINTS
• WALLPAPER '

EARN $180

.DECORATIVE PANELS

Plus
get your VW painted
free
If you have a '69 or
u n d e r
bug,
Beetleboa rds
of
America, Inc. will
supergraphica lIy
deca I your car.
Just
plan to be attending
your university Fall
and SDring semester.

You should be of
drinking age because
free beer wi II be
included
in
the
program.
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Auto Parts & Ace. Speed Equip,

26 NEW UNITS
ELECTRIC HE ... T HWY. 63 SOUTH'
ROLL ... . MISSOURI

HOOK AUTO SUPPLY

1

513 Hiway 63S
.

~.~ ._.

- .11'-

_r _ . . . .

Rolla Mo.

~ w_

'7i!tJtla

CALL:
PAT RASBACH

See Us For Your Reserva

o·

Better than SAE discount

i .

J

364-5252

AIR CONDITIONING
MARVIN L JONES
MANAGER
•

•

&utp- ~(JUfl

CRAFTS-HOBBlES-ARTISTS' SUPPLIES
605 PINE STREET
PHONE 364-5581
ROLLA,MISSOURI 65401

(COLLECT) .

(312) 297-6848

STEREO'S

MOST MAJOR BRANDS
Pioneer
CALL IRVIN
Sansui
CAMPUS
AT
REPRESENTA TlVE
341-4977
Sony
HOMESTATE
OR
ELECTRONICS
364-9925
and Others

STA
TONITE!

OPEN 6:30
SHOW 7:00-9:00

"'OKLAHOMA

Is gOOd. II Is close to what
summer entertainment
Is all about, and that's
news:'

They knew
what they
wanted
and how
to get it!

GEORGE C. scon

FAYE OUNAWAY

In COLOR

PIZZA
ALEX

PIZZA
PALACE

17 STEAMING VARIETIES

SANDWICHES AND BEER
Open Doily
4p.m. to 2a.m.
7 Days a Week

DIAL 364-2669
FOR TAKEOUTS &
DELIVERY SERVICE

PLUS 2nd FEATURE

"THIEF

WHO CAME
TO DINNER"
I~ II,

Jf o,ol

\<

GIORG[ KI NNWI

OPEN

7:00
STARTS
DUSK

\
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Spring GPA Shows
Increase At UMR

Rocks, in case you haven't noticed, have been planted all about the UMR
Quadrangle this fall. They represent the finishing touches to the Geological
portion of the Campus Mall Beautification Project.
Photo by Hardin

Missouri Miner
University of Missouri· Rolla

KMNR On The Air
By October 1st
Mter pulling into good 01'
Rolla, Mo., this fall, digging out
your FM radio and firing that
baby up, uyou discover 88.5 and
89.7 mhz were providing you
with 24 hours of dead air. Where
is that little station that
pioneered FM radio in Rolla,
provided you with the first FM
stereo signal as well as 24 hours
of music on party weekends?

Well, rather than take up your
time with a lot of tech talk,
here's where KMNR is at. First,
let's straighten out last spring.
The university system wanted a
look watt station on this campus. 88.5 mhz was the only
frequency available for a
station of this power class. In
order to keep KMSM on the air,
we would have to change
frequencies. This change was to
take place over the summer,
allowing KMSM to continue its
service. Why was our call
changed to KUMR? Simple, we
were KUMR, and as far as the
FCC was concerned, a new
station . In the interm period
between this change and .our
application for a license as a
new station on 89.7, our call
letters KMSM were picked up
by another station. That's the
breaks , no one got screwed, you
just can 't reserve your call until
you decide to use it. So there we
were , 300 watts on 88.5 as
KUMR.
At the end of the spring
semester, we ordered a new
transmitter to replace the 25
year old monster that kept
eating expensive tubes . We

were prepared to be on the air
as KMNR for the summer
session as soon as we received
our new transmitter. Basically
this is where we stand now ,
ready to go on 89.7 at 300 watts
of stereo, all we need is our
transmitter. We're not being
burnt by the administration ,
were not being held back by
legal hassels , we're just waiting
on our equipment. It all goes
back to the manufacturer who
can 't rush through a $3,000 unit
while other stations wait for
millions of dollars worth of
equipment.

suggestions. Just send them to
Radio Station KMNR, Director
of Public Relations , Box 203A
Mining Building, or stop by the
studios and let us know what's
on your mind .
Remember , KMNR will be at
your service with music for you,
the people on Sept. 24. Believe
us, it will have been worth the
wait.

The 1973 spring semester
grade point averages have been
compiled and distributed by Mr.
Lauren A. Peterson, Associate
Director of Registration and
Records.
In engineering, Engineering
Management with a 2.78 GPA
edged
out
Chemical
Engineering with a 2.77 GPA .
The average grade point of all
engineering students was 2.70.
In Mining and Metallurgy,
Nuclear
and
Mining
Engineering led the way with
both accumulating 2.85 GPA's .
In the Science Department,
Life Science had a 3.03 GPA
with Chemistry running second
at 2.96.
In the Arts Department,
Philosophy and English led the
pack with 3.25 GPA's respectively.
The overall grade point
average of all undergraduate
students at UMR during the last
spring semester was 2.7l.
Breaking down this average by

classes showed one particularly
surprising statistic . Since
coll ege
enrollments
a re
declining across the country, a
popular belief of many people
out of school is that making
good grades is becoming easier
and easier . This is not so at
UMR according to the freshman
class average of last spring.
The average freshman's GPA
was 1.90 which is below the
average
required
for
graduation . Seniors compiled a
2.93, juniors averaged 2.75 and
the sophomores' mean was 2.60.
Mr. Robert B. Lewis, Director
of Admissions and Registrar
has distributed a report on the
grades of fraternities and
sororities. All averages include
those of pledges.
Zeta Tau Alpha Sorority lead
all social organizations with a
GPA of 3.16. Kappa Delta
Sorority followed with 2.92,
Delta Tau Delta, 2.82, Alpha
Epsilon Pi, 2.73 and Beta Sigma
Psi, 2.72.

Learn Music
With KUMR
Would you like to learn more
about music - all kindsof
music? You don't even have to
leave home to do so.
Beginning Monday, Aug. 27,
at 8 p.m . KUMR, the University
of Missouri-Rolla 's new FM
station, was to have started
broadcasts of a college level
credit course entitled "Music
Understanding
and
Appreciation." Plans are being
made to make up these deleted
sessions when the radio goes on
the air.
Dr . David L . Oakley,
associate professor of music at
UMR , is the instructor. Class
sessions will be heard from 8 to
9 p.m . on KUMR each Monday,
Wednesday and Friday for 16
weeks. A book and a workbook
($5 each ) will help you get the
most out of the course.
There will be three opportunities during the fall for
you to discuss the course with
Dr. Oakley and there will be

three tests over the material.
"Rap" sessions and tests will be
given at Fort Leonard Wood,
Cuba and Rolla.
You can receive three hours
of college credit for the course.
There are no prerequisites for
the course except an FM radio .
So, if you are interested in
learning more about music , go
to college this fall - right in
your own home. For more information about the course and
how to enroll, call or write :
Frank Haston , UMR education
coordinator , Extension
Division,
University
of
Missouri-Rolla, Rolla, Mo. 65401
(Phone: 314-341-4204); Charles
Rainey, continuing education
programmer, Phelps County
Extension Office , Box 725,
Rolla, Mo., 65401 (Phone : 314364-3147); or Leon Chilton,
associate director, Box 159,
Camdenton, Mo., 65020 (Phone :
314-34&-7214) .

We can just about promise
you your station will be on the
air by Sept. 24th, for sure by
Oct. 1st. We 've got a lot of new
material for you to make up for
the wait. KMNR will be on until
2:00 a .m. on week nights and
3:00 a .m . on Friday and
Saturday nights. Changes have
been made in programming and
the news department. Some
great specials and feature
music shows are ready to roll .
Keep an eye open about Sept.
17th for a printed program
schedule, featuring descriptions
of these new shows and our new
music. We 'll also include some
more details about KMNR, our
new equipment and new ideas.
We invite organizations to
bring us their announcements
they wish to be aired. Starting
Sept. 17th. Just drop them by
the studios (the blue door of the
old cafe ) and they'll hit the air
when we do. We also invite your
questions , comments and

(

UMR students do not let an opportunity slip by to take advantage of the beautiful
game room in the New University Center. In addition to numerous pool tables, an
air hockey game and a "Foosball" game have been added for the students' en joyment.
Photo by Graham
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by T. P. Roth

How many times have you
wanted to see your favorite rock
group, only to find out that they
were just in St. Louis or K.C.
while you were just Sitting down
here with your thumb in places
that it shouldn't be. Worse yet is
the sinking feeling you get when
you find out about a concert just

two or three days in advance
and its already sold out. Well
relax Miners, this year you will
get the story on all the concerts
I find out about, which may not
be much but its a damn sight
better than your getting by
reading the RAG Also rather
than rap about each different

group and bore you to the point
that you fail to read the whole
column thereby missing out on
the group you've been looking
for , I will simply list the groups
and the dates they will appear.
Unfortunately, I know only of
the concerts in St. Louis right
now but next time I will have
expanded the list for all you
concert freaks who either by
chance or misfortune live in
K.C.
As far as acknowledgements
.,are concerned, I would like to
thank
Mrs . Walker
of
Florissant , Missouri , for
without
her
basement,
telephone and copious quantities of beer this column would
not have been possible.

U.M .R .'s Pershing Rifles
Company K-7 earned six
awards during the 7th Regiment
Assembly this last April.
The competition was held at
Manhattan, Kans. , on the
campus of Kansas State
University with inore than
seventeen teams competing.
Among the awards received by
UMR were: Most Improved
Company in the 7th Regiment;
2nd place in the Postal Rifle
Match; 1st place in Freshman
Individual Drill Down - won by
Steve Moser; 1st place in
Sophomore Individual Drill
Down - won by Doug Powell and
2nd place in Standard Platoon commanded by Alan Kornacki

SEPTEMBER IS, 1973 8 P.M.
HOUSE

KIEL

OPERA

WRHA is giVing haircuts for Ugly man. Price
75c. Ca II Denise at 3414918 for an appointment.

GEORGE CARLIN
TICKETS ARE $4, $5 and $6

KIEL

7 : 30
P.M.
AUDITORIUM

SEPTEMBER 29, 1973 8 P .M. KIEL AUDITORIUM

BLUE OYSTER CULT
MCKENDREE SPRING
MIKE QUATRO
TICKETS ARE $3, $4 and $5 '

OCTOBER 14, 1973

P.M.
HOUSE

8

KIEL

OPERA

URIAH HEEP
EARTH WIND & FIRE

February 8, 1945. at the Post Office at Rolla, Mo., under the Act of
M~rch 3. 1879. The subscriptions are 51.50 per . semester . This
MISSOUR I MINER features activities of the students and faculty of

HELEN REDDY

J . GIELS BAND
BROWNSVILLE STATION
SPIRIT
SLADE
TICKETS ARE $4, $5 and $6

------::Q~u-;c-k-=-----=Q-u-'-·z---......:.I~-I~~-.::::.:...::..::.:.:.-.::J
. Augustus

r:,~ ~~r~;:~h~N~a~h~~:~~i~n, who died

~:~~7~: ~!~~:~ ~~~~:n~~a~i~bi ~:Stox~~e:::v~I~~nt~~s~

told. me In 1925 that he was <i'+tnn a"-t~ that he was
2m In the yea r 2m': and that he was 3,f'lyears old in the
year 3n~~an you give the years in which De Morgan
and Jenkins were respectively born?
CUBE CONCERNS
What is the length in feet of the side of a cube when
the surface area equals the cubical contents; (2)
when the surface area equals the square of the cubical
contents; (3) when the square of the surface area
equals the cubical contents?
Answers on Page 9
(1)
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At Northwye
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336-3416
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Mike Barbaglia
Bill Behrens
Bill Horsford
Dave Hardin
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UMR .
Jerry Davis (341-4235)
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'Catering to UMR ·
The Complete., Service Jeweler

Rolla Volkswagen

I

The MISSOURI MINE R is the official publication of the studenls of
the University of Rolla . It is published at Rolla, Missouri, every
week during the school year. Entered as second class matter

TICKETS ARE $4, $5 and $6

KIEL AUDITORIUM

WRHA is doing sewing
for Uglyman. Prices
charged according to
labor. Call Sue at 3414917.

,.- The Missouri Miner

TICKETS ARE $4, $5 and $6
OCTOBER 13, 1973

Regimental
ComThe
manders Award was awarded
to John Rosenfeld , UMR's
Company K-7 commander.
UMR's Pershing Rifles are
starting off this semester with
an outing at Lane Springs. All
interested UMR students, male
of female , military or nonmilitary are invited. Please
meet at 1:00 p.m . at the Land
Survey Building, September 9
for transportation to Lane
Springs.
The Pledge Program will
begin at 4:30 p.m. Sept. 10, at
the Land Survey Building. Any
UMR student is invited to attend if he would like to find out
more about Pershing Rifles .

NOTICES

THE CONCERT LIST

September 18, 1973

In3

Pershing Rifles
Win Award

Roll Another One
~""f'!

1~

II

•

5 Pieces of Chicken
Mas hed Potatoes-Gravy
Cole Slaw
2 Rolls

~

.,

ON A JUMBO DINNER

go-I
v

2 15
u
I
i(utuek
IN.,
IIII

f!IlJ II

~~~~

For

iI

$

fried ChiekeK

'I
III

®

Take Home-Phone 364-6307

603 Hwy . 72 West (at Junction Hwy.63l
Limit 2 dinners per coupon .

__ __

I

R II

Mo

II

_COUPON~ood
Thru Septemb:r ~~, 19~3'
: __
__
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Chuck the Duck Speaks

Sensored
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d
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Dreams come true ... .. By now we suppose you have gotten over
the shock of starting back to school. Hopefully you have also
gotten over the shock of finding grass, dirt and rocks where the
dirt a nd rocks used to be in the main quad. Another discovery has'
lead you to the agonizing decision of giving up your dream of
roller ska ting on the hocky puck. True, you must put away one
dream, but you may take up another. Read this : Then close your
eyes a nd picture it in your mind. A quiet, secluded isla nd in the
midst of a teeming, bustling campus throng. This is where you
turn to when the world is threatening to close in. Walk around ;
fee l its beauty a nd serenity as you sit upon a rock. Smell the
cla rity of the air , then listen to the music of a harmoniously
babbling brook, bubbling up from beneath a majestic tree.
Awaken. Wasn't tha t a satisfying dream? Now look over there.
Right there is where your dream can come true. Right in the
middle of the quad in fron t of imposing Parker Hall. Examine it
closely, and you'll see the beauty, the serenity, the clarity, the
tree , and the rocks. It's all there. All, that is, except the babbling
brook. Wouldn 't you like to see that babbling brook come to life?
Wouldn't you like to see it spring forth on a hilltop beneath a tree
and meander its way down the hillside to disappear quietly under
a stra tegic rock? If you would, then send in your contributions to:
The Babbling Merl Baker Memorial Brook Fund
203 B East 18th Street
Rolla , Missouri 65401
If you need more info then call 364-7462. Your humanitarian
gestures will not go unnoticed. All persons contributing a dollar or
more will have their name enshrined in this colwnn. Keep your
eyes and ears open so that you can know all the exciting details.
Girls, Girls, Girls ..... Maybe you have noticed (especially the
older male Miners) the increase this year in the number of girls
on this campus. We have, at last count, 469 girls, an increase of
14.1 per cent over last year. However, the total enrollment went
down by approximately 4.7 per cent, which means that the male
population decreased by 6.7 per cent. Girls now make up 11.6 per
cent of the total enrollment, an increase percentagewise of 8.4 per
cent. This is quite a turn of events. It's even more frightening
when you consider that at this present rate UMR will be entirely
female on April 5, 1988!
Com-Corn-Computer, Goodbye ..... Yes, ladies and gentlemen, the
moment you've all be waiting for is here. The winner of Montey
Hall's annual " Let's Make A Deal Award" goes to the Dean of the
School of Engineering at the Columbia campus, William R.
Kimel. Please hold your applause until the end, folks. Now, at this
moment you are probably asking yourselves what Dean Kimel did
to deserve this coveted award. And that is exactly why he won,
because the deal he made was not behind Door No. 1, Door No.2,
or Door No. 3, but was in fact found behind the door to the UMR
Computer Center. It seems that when the time came for Pres.
Ratch. to play the cut-a-computer-from-the-budget game, the ball
he wanted to hit out of the park was the very computer that Dean
Kimel had secured for the exclusive use of his engineering
students at Columbia a few years back. (it should be noted here
that when a Dean gets personally involved in a project, it's not
the easiest thing in the world to take it away from him) . Con-

By ANDERSON and ELVEN

Miners Are
Aroused

Along with the crickets this
fa ll a minor exodus of sorts has
brought a gratifying increase in
the female enrollment here at
chaste UMR. Social functions SUB dances, parties, classes are beginning to become
noticeably more equitable in
Bits and Pieces .. ... KMNR, formally KMSM and KUMR, but still their male-female ratios. The
the student radio station will be back on the air (cross your brunt of male ogling no longer
fmgers ) Monday, Sept. 24, complete with new transmitter and a falls on the same few dames.
freque ncy to go with it (89.7) . Please don't yell, we miss it more Miners who have remained
than you do .. .. . If you have a neat story for this column, tell us .... . celibate for years are finally
Make plans now for All-School Party Weekend Sept. 21-23 .. .. . achieving fulfillment. And the
After you've rea d this, give it to an enemy.
concept of the sorority on this
campus, which a few years ago
Credits .. ... Monte Hall appears courtesy the NBC-TV Network wo uld have seemed a bit
.. : .. The girls appear better all the time ..... The computer ridiculous to us old-timers has
disappears thanks to our award-winner ..... the Babbling Brook now become a pleasant reality.
will appear if you want it to ..... that's all.
In duplicate!
This is not to say that
inequities have been entirely
amended. There still exists
something over an eight-to-one
ratio here. But to the poor inOn Thursday, September 13, editori al , photo, busin ess , dividual who is reading this
there will be an organizational advertising and design, in · with a self-pitying lump in his
meeting in the Meramec Room cluding ar t work. Applications throat , I can only maintain that
of the University Center at 6: 30 will be available for these this is a start. The potential, as
p.m. to begin preparation for positions . Anyone interested in they say, is there.
the new student engineering participating in this new venGentlemen , the time ha s
magazine to be published this ture, a ttend the meeting come to show some class. The
year. Format, scheduling, staff Thursday or contact Richard girls no longer look like horny
needs , and subject content will Schafermeyer , editor , at this toads (indeed, this may have
be discussed. There is also a number-364-1347.
Continued on Page 7
need to fill staff positions in
sequently, award-winning Dean Kimel decides that if his
enginee ring students can't have a computer of their own , then
neither should Rolla's. So, it's buy buy UMR computer a nd hello
Columbia computer link. Dean Kimel and Pres. Ratch. have dealt
themselves into our hearts. You may appla ud now, folks.

New Student Magazine

IIISM. ~I<
1• •1fII

ROLLA MUSIC CENTER
RADIO SHACK AUTHORIZED SALES CENTER

124 W. 8TH

364.6897

GUITARS! AMPLIFIERS!

NobOdy rTlakes Malt Liquor
like Schlitz. Nobody!

.GIBSON, MARTIN, PEAVEY
KUSTOM, WOODSON, FENDER

01 EHL MONTGOM ERY
FORD SALES
Rolla. Missouri

(The Originator of the Student Finance
Plan in this Area)

(,
Th~s

plan allows the students upon approved cr edits
and lob, to buy a new car with nothing down and
pa~ments. of $25 .00 per month until you are on the job.
Th,s plan IS not new, Diehl Montgomery Ford has sold
ov.er 750 new cars and trucks to graduating students
thiS way . ~ee us for all the details. Also you can use
your own Insurance or ours.
FORD LINCOLN AND MERCURY
This allows the graduating students to have a new car
before he graduates when he really needs it.
"This is a special discount program for students, We
will be glad to quote you a price on any Ford or
Mercury product."

BROYLES DISTRIBUTING CO.

Rolla, Mo.
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The Great Sex famine

Phi Kap Best In National

Our Man Hoppe

The local chapter of Phi
Kappa Theta has recently been
selected by its national
fraternity to receive the
Founder's Cup . This award is
presented annual to the chapter
which exhibits excellence in all
areas of campus life. Chapters
were judged on subjects such as
campus leadership, varsity and
intramu ra l athletics,

It was young Fred Frisbee
who first noticed the shortage
that was to destroy our
cherished free enterprise
system.
" I don 't mind not getting
enough gasoline, enough beef,
enough yellow tennis balls or
enough canned asparagus," he
said, ticking off a few current
shortages. "But what I can't
stand is the fact that I haven 't
been getting enough," said the
young
bachelor
angrily,
"lately."
"It's a question of supply and
demand," explained the noted
economist, Dr. Homer T.
Pettibone, D.V.M., when the
problem was brought to his
attention.
" A recent Gallup Poll showed
a drastic 20 per cent increase in
those who now approve of premarital sex, nude centerfolds
and the like," he said. "Thus the
demand is up.
"At the same time, the recent
Supreme Court decision on
obscenity has encouraged
police to crack down on all
sexual activities. Thus the
supply is down.
"When demand exceeds
supply there can be but one
result. Therefore, we have
today The Great Sex Shortage."

The Government acted
swiftly in this new crisis. HEW
printed more than 100 million
pamphlets entitled, "Bicycling
IS Lots More Fun." The
President reassured America

"From each according to his
ability," he said in his historic
address, " to each according to
his needs."
"Huzzah !" cried young
Frisbee, as he was handed his
ration stamps good for Tuesday

that The Great Sex Shortage
was "only temporary and
nothing that our cherished free
enterprise system, if left alone,
cannot cure."
A month later, he imposed a
30-day sex freeze.
The freeze worked wonders,
tern porarily. For 24 hours after
it ended, sex was overabundant.
But once again, the supply
slowly dwindled.
The President tried voluntary
controls, appealing to every
patriotic American "to share
with your neighbor. " Young
Republicans displayed buttons
and bumper strips saying, "I'm
No Hoarder!"
Yet The Great Sex Shortage
continued. What frustrated
Frisbee most was that some of
his friends were still getting
more than they rightfully
needed.

and Thursday evenings and
alternate Sunday afternoons.
"At last the shortage is over!"

But as the months passed,
Americans grew vaguely
dispirited and listless. With an
adequate supply of sex for all
guaranteed, flirting became a
thing of the past- along with
perfumes, pretty clothes and
Valentine's Day cards. A nation
of grubby men and frowsy
women even lost interest in sex.

"It just isn't very exciting any
more," said Frisbee, lighting a
"Actually, it's a problem of cigar with his Thursday ration
distribution," said Dr. Pet- stamp.
tibone after reviewing the
The President, sensing the
situation.
"America can
produce enough gasoline, beef, national mood, tossed out every
yellow tennis balls, canned government control and anasparagus and whatnot for nounced the return of the free
everybody. But under the free enterprise system. "Henenterprise system, some always ceforth, he said, "all are free to
get more than their share and hunt for what they want."
some less."
"I may not be getting enough
With the country up in arms gasoline, beef, yellow tennis
over The Great Sex Shortage, balls, canned asparagus or,"
that was the end of the free said young Frisbee, happily
enterprise
system.
The summing up the public
President had no choice but to response, "lately. (cq)
impose total Government
"But it sure is a hell of a lot
management of sexuality .
more fun."

THE PIZZA
HUTS OF MISSOURI
®
Rrdu mllbl/' u,uh fb " tllIrchau

of

'HI )'

I.ARG£· SIZ£ PIZZA
al

THE PIZZA 'HUTS
OF MISSOURI ®
Good in Rolla Only

?~IMP4

Limit I Pi zza Hut
Dollar per family
OOer

mlll

hi'

scholarship, community action,
and finances . Of the 66 chapters
which sent delegates to the
national convention in Atlanta,
Georgia, in mid-August, the
UMR chapter was judged the
best. The chapter on the
Columbia campus was chosen
first runner-up in the competition. Congratulations, Phi
Kaps!

EL-CHAR-EVE
STEAKS,
SEAFOODS,
BARBEQUE

6:30a.m.-l0:00p.m. Daily
Hwy. 63 South

364-8720

OIurt's em ossert!
816PINE

sec

A@
ac

Plaid
Baaaies

from
ah'or
kina
ood

PIZZA HUT PETE
Expires Sept. 16, 1973

ull hdl.1U1I til

all) IIIJlt.' U'JlhO IJ III(}/I(t'

LUNCHEON
MADNESS
SUPPER
SPECTACULAR
~FARMER BROWN
~ SPECIAL

v

GOOD MON.- SAT.

&otherWJOd
things!

If you want to look good this
season , slip on a pair of plaid
baggies from Wright. Wright
baggies have a trimmer si l·
houette and deeper, wide
cuffs. You ' ll dig the plaids
in crisp new colors and
exciting new fabrics.
Come in and tryon a
pair of Wright baggies
today .. . you'll see
why we say they 're for
young men in touch
with the times.

wright

2 Large Pieces of Chicken,
French Fries, Roll,
Soft Drink

slacks

Reg. $1.19

..

CURT'S
TOGGERY

USE

fro

En
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Sorority Spirit
been a myth conjured up in the
first place by some thumbsucking sour grape) . There is
then no reason for you men to
act like horny toads. If your
sense of fair play is aroused by
the thought of depriving seven
other men of their statistical
woman, take solace in the fact

Continued from Page 5

that these seven men are no
doubt watching you and your
date and gatherjng up the
courage to steal her from you.
Competition has always been an
integral part of Rolla activity,
and we must now incorporate
this added element into more
traditional Miner activities.

NOTICE
ATTENTION ALL VETS
Please write Mr. Wm.
Washington, DC 20515.
J. B. Dorn, Chairman,
Tell him that you
U. S.
House
of
endorse a cost of living
Representatives,
increase on Veterans
Committee on Veterans'
Administration
Affairs, 335 Cannon
Educational
Benefits.
House Office Building,

\

THE
SOUND CENTER
The Craig 4501 Pocket Calculator
has
features
lik e
built -i n
rechargeable
batteries
and

Smiley, after months of preparation, feels he is finally ready for his big match
with Merion UMR's new course. Photo by Staley

protective

Quod Country Club
I'm sure some of you upperclassmen remember the
good old days when around St.
Pats a small, championship 9hole golf course was set up on
the beautiful and shaded landscape of UMR quadrangle.
A great way to pass the time of
a cut class. KMSM radio even
used to broadcast out side in
front of the Mechanical
Engineering building. Well ,

those days are gone. Now piles
of rock , bushes and miles of
concrete obstruct our once
beautiful fairways. We have
even lost our own FM radio
station, overthrown by the U to
propagand ize education and
classical music.
Do not give up hope all you
duffers. A savior is born. Friday
last week, a lone golfer brought
back this game to the UMR

c;)recleric's CEolonial Uillage
TAVERN OPEN 10 am to 1 am

quad . Our hero , John Smiley
O'Riley hit his first shot to the
giant elevated green, heavily
concreted on all sides. Smiley
did mention that the new
astroturf green is a little hard to
make a long shot stick but its
ideal for putting. Smiley may be
seen practicing up at the Quad
before his big match with Merl
Baker , designer of our beautiful
new country club.

REG. $149.95
NOW $119.95

car r ying

~IG.

BUSINESS eOUI~MENT

Craig Corporation, 921 W. Artesia Blvd.

Compton. Calif. 90220

WELCOM E BACK ·TO ROLLA

Steak-Shrimp·Chicken·Served In Frederics Restaurant
Roila, Mo.

364·1503

WELCOME

BACK
MINERS
"We Make Good Things Happen"

FIRST STATE BANK
Main Bank 7th & Pine;
Drive-In, 6th & Park

ROLLA, MISSOURI
Member F.D.I.C.

as

1107 Pine
364·7715

Frosted mugs-Coldest Beer in Town-Sandwiches

Hwy 63 & Cedar

case

sta ndard . No ext r a charge. I t's
even more compact than you'd
expect. Only 3/1 wide, 5'/2" long
and an incredible 11/2" slim. You
can add, subtract. multiply and
divide to your heart's content even chain multiply. And there is a
special switc h for repeated
multiplication and division by a
sinqle pre -selec ted constant. In
addition to the permanent batteries there is a power cord
provided for AC operation. The
snao -action keyboard combined
with th e bright. easy-to-read
electronic numerals make it a
oleasu r e to count sheep, figure out
the grocery bill. or even balance
th e check· book.

FROM THE ALL TIME
HIGH SCORER!
TRAINER DISTRIBUTING CO., INC.
CUBA, MO
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The New Quadrangle
and More to Come
The remodeling of the
quadrangle is the newest improvement that students have
seen on the UMR campus.
There are twenty-nine different
species of vegetation being
planted in the quadrangle, of
which the majority of this
planting is now done . The stone
foundation covered with astroturf in the mall was at one time
to be the base for a fountain .
However due to the severe
weather conditions that Rolla
has this became improbable.
Presently there is no set purpose for this feature , so go out
and practice some putting on it.
The most recent development to
UMR is the new sidewalks
between the Computer Science
and Humanities buildings,
which should be completed
shortly.

In the near future other
noticeable changes shall take
place on the UMR campus.
Among these changes is the
snack bar in the Old Student
Union will be carpeted. Also a
french sidewalk cafe atmosphere will be created
outside the Student Union with
umbrella tables and chairs.
Starting
next
summer
remodeling of Fulton Hall will
begin. This will be a start of a
five to six year project that
includes the raiSing or
remodeling of the Norwood and
Harris Halls, Rolla, Mining, and
Old Metallurgy Buildings.
These com ing changes will still
further increase the pride that
the student holds for the UMR
campus.

THE

GREEN
DERBY
FORMERLY RUDY'S
lIQUOR- BEER STARTING SEPT. 19,

What is this beast grazing on campus grounds?

Astronomers Take Note
Are you interested in
Astronomical Engineering? I
don 't think you'll find that
department on campus but it
seems like we might be
equipped for it. Behind the
Physics building we have a vital

piece of equipment - a 16"
diameter refraction telescope
that cost a mere 30,000 dollars.
It does fill the space nicely _
unfortunately it hasn ' t had
much use. The tarp may have
been taken off to shake the bugs

out or sight over to the girls
dorm. This isn't a NASA
training center. Is it a worthwhile piece of equipment
taxpayers' money has been
spent on? Drop by and take in
the sights and see for yourself.

i!{unnrli'!i WOUln & Qlol~rgr
" MEN ' S

CLOTHING

~Qoppr

EXCLUS 'IVELY "

'tnr ~trrrt
1KoUa. fi tnnourt 65401
713

WATCH FOR OUR WEEKEND SPECIALS

604 ELM
ROLLA, MO.
THANK YOU
FOR
YOUR PATRONAGE.
IF YOU STILL NEED A BOOK,

PLEASE LET US KNOW

CAMPUS
BOOK
STORE

o

ABC OFFICE EQUIPMENT
SALES·SERVICE·RENTAL·SUPPLIES
-PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS
- ELECTRON IC CALCULATORS
-COMPLETE REPAIR OF ALL
OFFICE EQUIPMENT
609 PINE ST.
705 ROLLA ST.
ROLLA, MO.

364·1334
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UMR Enrollment
Drops-Again I
A total of 4,017 students were
enrolled at the University of
Missouri-Rolla at the close of
regular registration Friday ,
Aug. 24. This is an unofficial
total since late registration will
still be underway when classes
begin Monday , Aug. 27.
This figure compares to an
enrollment of 4,261 at the close
of regular registration last fall ,
a reduction of 244 students, This
fall's total includes 989 fresh-

men , 715 sophomores , 766
juniors , 1,036 seniors and 511
graduate students (362 M.S. and
149 Ph.D.).
Not included in the count,
however, are students at the
UMR Graduate Engineering
Center in St. Louis, those
enrolled in outs tate credit
courses, or those students in the
cooperative training program
who are now in their work
semestElr.
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QQAnswers
DE MORGAN
AND ANOTHER
De Morgan was born in
1806. When he was 43, the
year was the square of his
~ge. 1849. Jenkin.;; w£s born
10 1860. Hi! was 5"+6 (61) in
the year S"tl-6\1921) . Also he
was 2X31 (62) in the year
2X3I t (1922). Again, he was
3X5 (IS) in the year 3xs4
(1875J.
CUBE CONCERNS
(I) 6 feet, (2) 1.57 feet
nearly, (3) one-thirty sixth
foot.

JOB REFERRALS

Missouri
Industry

students and wives

Day

contact
STUDENT
FINANCIAL AID

for details

364-3455
106 PARKER HALL

8·5 weekdays
NOTICE
St. Pat's Sweatshirt
Design Contest - 1st
Prize - $25, 2nd Prize $10. The deadline is
Sept. 28, 1973. Submit all
entries to your St. Pat's
Board Rep.

More than 55 Missouri indus tries will displa y th eir
products and services at
Missouri Industry Day Sept. 25
on the campus of the University
of Missouri-Rolla .
This will be the sixth annual
Missouri Industry Day sponsored by UMR to allow industries to exchange in formation with students and
area residents.
Representatives from each
company will be on hand to
discuss career opportunities
and industry's place in Missouri
economy. Displays will open
from 10 a .m. to 6 p.m . in the
Multi-Purpose Building.
There is no charge, the public
is invited to attend.

enmark's porting
Rolla's Center For Sports
904 Pine Street

1HIIluER CORRAL
K HOUSE
Jl....D-aa~~ILED
Pomps Tissues make sho rt wo rk of bea uti fu l fl oats
and decorations. They' re fl am e-resistant, 6" x 6"
squares in 20 brilli ant weather-proof colo rs tha t wo n't
run or fade .
Get Pom ps at yo ur coll ege boo ksto re or order
direct. And for grea t ideas on maki ng fl oa ts and
decorat ions, ask your librarian for " How To Deco ra te
With Pom ps", or get you r own copy for $1 .25. Fo r
book let or Po mps, write :

TOP HAT LOUNGE
Miners Hang Out

\

$1 88

~~~" ~.:.~;:' : '.:;-: ':;
::~.

;::/.:' :f:":.'

""1'

.... , . . . . . . . . , • •• _

STEA

._,

The Crystal Ti ssue Company
Middleto wn , Ohio 45042

WELCOME BACK
MINERS

Michelob & Bottle Beer
Above ABC Bowling Lanes
Downtown Rolla

A Word to the wise...
For Good Food In A
Friendly, Comfortable
Atmosphere .....
Served Quickly And
CourteOusly.....

~

Go To
CARSON'S ~~===S
• Homemade Bread
and Pie
• Noontime Specials
• Noon and Evening
Salad Bar
• Catering Available

CARSON'S RESTAURANT
Downtown Rolla On Pine

O'DONNELL DISTRIBUTING CO., INC. ROLLA

1523
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UMR Stu den ts
Win Aw ard s

University of Missouri-Rolla
students won two of the prizes
awarded to entries in a contest
sponsored by the engineering
design graphics division of the
America n
Society
for
Engine ering Educat ion
(ASEE).
Phil ip W. McNeal, 4400
Lindell, St. Louis, won second
place in the sophomore division
for the design of a steering and
throttle (joy stick) system for a
mid-size boat. He is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore D.
McNeal.

..------~-----,

Simple,
straight-forward,
classic - out of step
w ith today's
throwaw ay culture.
Refillable cartridg e,
ballpoin t or fiber tip
marker in basic tan
o r navy blue.
Sl.98: not bad for a pen
you may use the
rest of your life.

A child's toy - a school bus
designed to be taken apart and
put back together - won a n
honorable mention award in the
junior division for Steven E .
Huck , 7418 Cheshire Lane ,
Affton. He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Edward S. Huck.
Enginee ring designs were
submitte d in the national
contest by students from some
67 colleges or universi ties
throughout the country. Awards
were announced at the annual
ASEE conferen ce held this
summer at Iowa State
University, Ames, Iowa.
Both students were members
of classes taught by Robert A.
Britton , associate professor of
engineer ing technolo gy at
UMR.

Camp us Round-Up
Returns

PLASTER
CRAFTS
STATUARY

JOE-MINER RING
EXCLUSIVELY AT

FOOTB ALL
JERSEYS
CHECK OUR PRICES
FIRST, ALMO ST
ANYT HING PRINTED
IN 60 SECO NDS

We Want
To
Service
You

SPECIAL
SCHLITZ NON-RET. $1.21
BUDWEISER MALT 12 OZ. CANS $1.21
SCHLITZ MALT 8 OZ. CANS 88 4
HAMM'S QUARTS 444
OLD MILWAUKEE QTS. 444

your auto needs.
109 W. 6th
364-1037
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FREE PARKING IN REAR

11 th and Bishop
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SMITH'S 66
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At Phillips 66
irs performance that counts

ROLLA MOTOR
PARTS, INC.
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This is a new year for the
Last year the Student Union provide activities which make it Indepen dents, and they're
board sponsore d Campus more interesting and enjoyable starting the year off with a new
Round-up. The success and in Rolla. They also can be of look . They boast a large
interest in this activity has value to your future. Most in- member ship compose d of
brought it back again this year. terviewing companies prefer nearly 15 per cent girls, along
with a full semester of planned
All the organizations and clubs students that get involved.
outings. The next outing will be
on campus from Theta Tau (a
Last year the display by the Sept. 15th at 1 p.m . at
Lion's
professi onal. enginee ring school newspaper was popular.
fraternity) to the Soccer Club We had unused pictures of the Club Park. A mini~uting will
follow
the
next
meeting
Sept.
will have displays and in- past for everyone to look at.
18th. Memberships will be on
formation in Centennial Hall.
See what this campus is all sale next week
in the New
All this will take place next about and what it has to offer.
Tuesday, September 18, from 1 You might find something that Student Center. Tickets for a
float
trip on Sept. 29th on the Big
to 5.
interest
you.
campus Round-up should be .would
River
also go on sale.
._ _ _ _even
"""'!!"""'!'!!!"""""""'!'!_ _Piney
_ _ _ _will
____
_. .
of particula r interest to freshmen and other new students.
These organizations and clubs
are a valuable part of
University life. On this campus
they are supported well and

THE PLASTER KEY

ACCESSORIES

$198
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Defense, Offense Set For UMR Gridders Face
Tough Schedule
Miner Football Opener
With the opening of the Miner
football season only three days
away , the Miners seem to have
their offensive and defensive
units fairly well set.
captain Rick LaFollette will
lead the team at quarterback .
LaFollette had problems at
quarterback last year , but looks
ready for the job this year. He
will have able backup help from
Greg Haug and Ken Potempa,
both redshirted freshmen .
Kenton Hupp, an all-league
honorable mention choice last
year, leads the list of· running
backs. Mike Joshua, who has
been nagged with injuries for
the last two years , has been
very impressive in pre-season
drills and figures to help the
attack tremendously if he can
stay in good health. Steve
Smith, a quarterback last year ,
figures to playa lot, along with
Keith McGuire.
LaFollette will have a wealth
of receivers to throw to , among '
them Merle Dillow, a starter at

tight end last year, former
basketball standout Rodney
LeGrand, Jack Gevecker, and
Stu Dunlop.
The offensive line has been
hurt by injuries. Mike Millard,
the other offensive captain, is
the leader on the offensive line
and the only one with a wealth
of experience. Gary Abernathy,
Jeff
Carter ,
and
Cliff
Meisenheimer figure to fill the
other interior spots. With injuries to Larry Peck and Brad
Scott , Rick Winkler will
probably start at center.
David Wisch, who is listed as
a wide receiver, gives the
Miners uncommon strength as a
placekicker, being consistent
from anywhere within forty
yards.
The defense seems strongest
in the backfield. Bill Peach
takes over for the departed Kim
Colter at monster man, and has
done a standout job at the tough
position. captain Jim White is a
good safety, and he has strong

Springfield Tops MIAA
: All Sports Standings
The Springfield Bears took
first place in the MlAA conference All Sports Standings for
the 1972-73 athletic year. The
Bears accumulated 31 points to
edge out second place Northwest Missouri. The league
school with the fewest number
of points is procla imed the allsports winner at the end of the
year. A team cla iming a title in
a sport receives one point, the
second-place
fini sher
is
assessed two points , etc.
Thi rd place went to the
Bulldogs of Northeast Missouri

MINERS
ARE WELCOME
AT

63 MOTEL

support at the other positiOiiSiii
Calvin Curdt and Scotty
Charpentier . Dan cartwright
and Mike Feeler, a juco transfer also will play, with Keeler
also seeing action at tailback
Two part time starters from
last year, Don Angell and Terry
Logan, will fill the linebacker
positions.
The defensive line was hurt
by the academic ineligibility of
Paul Sneed, and a back injury to
Frank Walsh which will keep
him out the entire season. Both
were full -timers last year. But
last year 's standout , Steve
Suellentrop, returns at tackle ,
and the other tackle will be
manned by Ken Kreiberger . Ed
Leuckenhoff, a redshirt freshman , and Mike King , a freshman , will probably get the nod
a t defensi ve end. Kevin
Oberdick , a transfer from
Kirksville last year, gets the
noseman slJOt: " .. __ _ _ _ __ _

A road game opener sets the
pace for the entire Miner
football season, as they travel to
Wayne State, Nebraska for
their season opening game.
Of the eleven Miner games ,
six are played on the road .
What's worse, the footballers
play three of the four conference favorites in front of
strange crowds.
At the MIAA pres~ conference
held in Springfield in early
August , Northwest Missouri,
Southeast Missouri , and Lincoln
were rated the pre-season
choices. Lincoln, which plays
two of the three other contenders in front of its highly
partisan crowd, has perhaps the
best chance of the four .
After the Wayne State opener,
the Miners return home for a
match with the Henderson
Reddies
of
Henderson ,
Arkansas . The Reddies showed

great improvement toward the
end of last year , and Arkansas
football is recognized for its
ruggedness .
The next two games at home
bring Missouri Southern and
Nort hw est Missouri State.
Missouri Southern was the
NAIA Division II national
champion last year, and returns
much the same squad as last
year, led by last year 's freshman
sensation ,
Lydell
Williams. Northwest Missouri is
led by Jim Albin , perhaps the
best running back in MlAA
history, and certainly the best
in the conference this year .
Albin has rushed for over a
thousand yards the last two
years, and if he can do it again ,
he ' ll almost surely receive
national recognition. So the
October 13 league opener for the
Miners promises plenty of
excitement, especially if the
Miners can pull off an upset.

Plan that last canoe trip before the
,. CANOEING season is

11

.
..
1;
State with 34 points. Before this' !
past athletic year , the Bulldogs '
had either won or shared the '
All-Sports Championship ' 14 '
times since the 1924-25 season .
Lincoln
and
Southeast :
Missouri tied for fourth with 43 •
poi nts fo llo we d by Centr al
Missouri with 44 '>2 and the
Unive rsity of Missour i-Roll a.
was last with 51 total points.

364·2180
Rent

GRUMMAN CANOES at

you buy
'em full

we'll buy

'emempfy

HWY. 63 AT HORTHWYE
ROLLA

RON'S SINCLAIR
63N & 1·44

Rolla, Mo.

CALL 364·5169
STUDENT GAS
DISCOUNT
IF YOU NEED A CAR

DOWNTOWN
AUTO SALES
9th & Elm

Rolla, Mo.

CALL 364·8300
GOOD CLEAN
USED CARS

Sell us our cans. We'll give you 1O¢ a pound (about V2 cent a can)
for all Stag aluminum cans or anyone else's that you bring
to Stag recycling centers. Now, a brief pause for a commercial'
"whe n you want to chase a beer with a beer, start with Stag." .

STAG RECYCLING CENTER

DE LEO DISTRIBUTING, INC.
Highway P & Highway 19 . Cuba , Mo.
Open: Sat. 9 AM - Noon
C 1972 CARLING B R EWING COMPA N Y. BlLl(Vlll l . Ill .
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Football, Tennis, Badminton
Open Fall Intramural Schedule
League Three saw two very
close games, one in which Theta
Xi eked out a 14-13 win over the
Mates and another in which
Sigma Phi Epsilon edged Delta
Sigma Phi , 7-6. In League Four
action, Pi Kappa Alpha shut out
Engine Club, 20-0. In League
Five, Pi Kappa Phi trounced the
Baptist Student Union, 27-0.
Elimination play in badminton singles and doubles and
in tennis singles also opened
last week.

Football highlighted the
opening of the fall intramural
sports schedule last week as
e ight games. were played. In
League One, TKE defeated
Tech Club by a score of 40-7, and
Sigma Nu beat Delta Tau Delta
24-0. In League Two action,
Sigma Pi shut out Campus Club
20-0, and Kappa Alpha beat
MRHA 16-13 on the first field
goal ever in intramural competition. Opening play in

Intramural Football Leagues
League Two
Lambda Chi Alpha
Sigma Pi
Kappa Alpha
MRHA
Campus
Newman

League One
Beta Sigma Psi
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Delta Tau Delta
Sigma Nu
Tech Club
GDI
League Five
Pi Kappa Phi
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Liahona
Wesley
Baptist Student Vnion

MINER

Soccer Club Set For Opener;
Announces Eight Game Schedule
The VMR Soccer Club opens
up a tough eight game season
this Sunday by taking on VMC
here at the intramural field . All
home games will start at 2:00
p.m. Other visitors this season
will be Columbia College Sept.
23, Lindenwood will visit for
Homecoming on Oct. 28, and
SMSV, Springfield will cap off
the season November II.
Soccer is growing rapidly at
high school and college level. It
is a fast moving sport where the
action never stops and the
excitement mounts. Soccer is
the only sport that ever started
a war. We probably won't start
a war but we will provide the
most exciting Sunday afternoon
you ever spent in Rolla.
Admission is free. Standing
room only .
UMRSOCCER
SCHEDULE
Sept. 16, Vniversity of
Missouri-Columbia, Home.
Sept. 23 , Columbia College,
Home.

League Four
Phi Kappa Theta
Pi Kappa Alpha
Sigma Tau Gamma
Acacia
Engineers
Alpha Phi Alpha

MORGAN'S GOLF RANGE
Driving Range and Miniature Golf
Open Daily 6-l1 p.m.

SuiJscribe to PLAYBOY now. Big "''''!-Iml''''''''
single-copy price and you never mip. an issue.
A
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D' 2 ye~n!. at $16

7 moritns,at $6
(a $1.00~'lYjrig»

(a.$10.00 saving»
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3 years at $22
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Oct. 28, Lindenwood College,
Home
Nov. 11 , Southern Mo. State
U., Home.
All games will start at 2:00
p.m.
Home games will be played at
the intramural field.

Miner Rifle Team
To Hold Tryouts
Anyone interested in shooting
on the VMR varsity, ROTC or
women's rifle team is welcome
to come to the rifle range to
practice. The range opened
September 6, and will be open
every Thursday and Frida5'
from 1:00 to 4:30 for the month
of September. The rest of the

©

38
15
26
27
37
20
21
33

Cincinnati

26

Xavie r

Citadel
Colorado
Florida
Florida State
Fresno State
Georgia
Georgia Tech

23
23
31
38
26
24
26

Presbyterian
L.S.U.
Kansas State
Wake Forest
San Jose State
Pittsburgh
South Carolina

Holy Cross

21

Northeastern

Houston
Idaho
Illinoi s
Lamar
Louisville
Marshall
Memphis
Miami (Ohio)
Michigan
Michigan State
Mississippi
Mississippi State
Navy
New Mexico State
North Carolina
North Carolina State
Northern Illinoi s
Ohio State
Oklahoma
Oklahoma State
Pacific
Penn State
Purdue
Richmond
Southern California
S.M.U.
Southern Mississi ppi
Tampa
Tennessee
Texas A & M
Texas Tech
Tulsa
Utah State
Vanderbilt
Villanova
V.P.I.
Washington

20
20
23
20
21
17
35
23
34
29
24
29
35
21
20
34
27
23
36
35
31
24
34
30
41
40
20
24
28
28
2'1
24
40
30
23
22
32

Rice
Bo ise State
Indiana
Howard Payne
Kent State
Morehead
North Texas
Dayton
Iowa
Northwestern
Missouri
NE Loui sia na
V.M.I.
New Mexico
Wil liam & Mary
Virginia
Southern illinois
Minnesota
Baylor
Arlington
UTEP
Stanford
Wisconsi n
Davidson
Arkansas
Santa Clara
East Carolina
Toledo
Duke
Wichita
Utah
West Texas
Weber
Chattanooga
Massachusetts
Kentucky
Hawaii

California
Furman
Wyoming
Oregon
Orego n State
Temple
Syrac use
Colorado State

year it will be open Tuesdays,
Wednesdays and Thursdays
from 1:00 to 4:30. The range is
located in the basement of
Building T-2 (directly behind
the library) . For further information contact SFC Jerry
Screeton (Team Coach) at 3414741 or Robert Schaefer (Team
Captain) at 341-2334.

American Inter'l
Bridgeport

7

Kentucky State
Salem
St. Paul's
Ea s t Tennessee
Mars Hill
Oberlin
Samford
Guilford
West Va. Wesleyan
No. Carolina Central
West Va . Tech
Alcorn A & M
NE Missouri
Mississippi College
Maryland East Shore
Prairie View
Ni cholls
Troy
Hampden-Sydney
SE Louisiana
Marti n
West Liberty
Gardner·Webb
Fayetteville
Arkansas Tech
SW Oklahoma
Bishop
Missi ss ippi Valley
Shepherd
Tenn essee Tech
Arkansas Sta te
Texas Luthe ran
Millsaps
Alabama A & M
Monticello (Ark.)
Eliza beth City
Sewanee
Concord
Murray
Hampton
LenOir-Rhyne
Austin Peay

Other Games Albri~ht

Other Games

7
14
14
12
6
16
20
7
6
21
6
14
20
6
10

7
14
7
14
17
10
7
0
13
7
13
2.3
7
10
20
10
0
8
10
7
7
7
14
13
0
10
0
9
7
7
6
14
17
13
7
22
20
7

South and Southwest

Albany State
20
Bluefield
13
Bridgewate r
30
Carson·Newman
23
Catawba
20
Centre
19
El on
21
Emory & Henry
24
Fairmont
20
Florida A & M
25
Glenville
29
Grambling
31
Harding
21
Henderson
23
Howard
14
Jackson State
22
Jacksonvi ll e
33
Livin gston
22
Maryville
21
McNeese
22
Middle Tenne ssee
27
Muskingum
21
Newberry
28
Norfolk
14
N E Oklahoma
27
NW Loui si ana
26
Ouachita
23
Pine Bluff
20
Randolph-Macon
17
South Dak ota
17
SW Louisiana
21
SW Texas
31
Southwestern, Ten n. 20
Tennessee State
34
Trinity
35
Virginia Sto te
23
Washington, Mo.
20
West Va. State
17
Western Carolina
23
Winston-Salem
20
Wofford
30
Youngstown
24

t972.

oi)llege Marketing
Research Corporation
A i»layboy Enterprise:'> Playboy Building
919 N. Michigan Av'iJ, Chicago, III. 60611 4F 37

Major Colleges

Alabama
Appa lachian
Arizona
Arizona Sta te
Auburn
Boston College
Bowling Gree n
Brigham Young

Other Games -

o
o

Sept. 30, Lindenwood College,
St. Charles, Mo.
Oct. 7, Southern Mo. State V.,
Springfield.
Oct. 14, Columbia College,
Columbia, Mo .
Oct. 21, Rockhurst College,
Kansas City, Mo.

The Harmon Football forecast
Saturday, Sept. 15 -

League Three
Kappa Sigma
Mates
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Delta Sigma Phi
Theta Xi
Triangle
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17
24
30

14
8
0
20
10
15
7
6
15
20
0
14
6
21
10
7
7
17
14
14
7
20
7
7
13
14
6
12
14
8
17
7
14
14
6
7
6
7
14
0
12
16

East

Franklin & Marshall
Vermont
Alfred

14
20
14

Brockport
C W Post
Ca lifornia State
Cent ral Co nne cticut
Cortland
Delaware
Eastern Kentucky
Hobart
Ithaca
John Carroll
Lafayette
lehigh
Maine
Millersville
Montclair
Shippensburg
Slippery Rock
South ern Connecticut
Susquehanna
Wagner
Westminster
Widener

East (Continued)
21
27
20
25

24

30
22

28
27
26
22
22
17
18
17
20
34
27
21
25
26
24

Bridgewater
Delaware State
Frostburg
Edinboro

~:~r~~~~ter

Indiana U
R.P.I.
William Paterson
Wash'ton & Jefferson
King's Point
Connecticut
Boston U
Norwich
Kutztown
Bloomsburg
Mansfield
Coast Guard
Grove City
Hofstra
Lock Haven
Lebanon Valley

Other Games Akron
Angelo
Ashland
BaldwinJNaliace
Bethany, Kansas
Bethany, W. Va.
Bluffton
Buena Vista
Carthage
Central Michigan
Central Missouri
Centra l Oklahoma
Clarion
Concordia, Neb.
Cornell , Iowa
Culver-Stockton
Denison
DePauw
Doane
East Texas
Findlay
Fort Hays
Franklin
Geneva
Hastings
Heidelberg
Hillsdale
Hope
Indiana Central
Indiana State
Kalamazoo
Kenyon
Langston
Louisiana Tech
Ma ri etta
Milliki n
Missouri Valley
Morningside
Mt. Uni on
Northern Michigan
Ottawa
Pittsburg
Rolla
S F AUstin
St Joseph
SE Missouri
SE Oklahoma
Southern State, Ark .
Valparaiso
Wabash
Western Illinois
William Jewell
Willia m Penn
Witte nberg

28
22
28
28
16
17
20
27
30
20
19
28
20
14
25
14
26
21
22
27

24
20
30
18
23
35
21
14
14
41
34
24
22
23
19
27
30
31
17
23
16
17
13
26
15
21
35
29
17
19
23
22
52
24

17
26
19
21
21
23
28
15
37
27
23
21
22
35
20
26
28
21

1~

20
0
12
13
17
14
15
7
7
16
0
6
6
6
7
6

Midwest

Butler
Omaha
Gustavus
E.vansville

~:~~'e:ea~~as
Taylor
Westmar
North Park
Ball State
State College
SW Missouri
Ohio Wesleyan
Graceland
Upper Iowa
Lake Forest
Thiel
Albion
Nebraska Wesleyan
East Central Okla.
Earlham
NW Oklahoma
Rose·Hulman
Adrian
College of Emporia
Defiance
Ferris
Manchester
Alma
Eastern Illinois
Grand Valley
Otterbein
Lincoln
E.astern Michigan
Allegheny
Elmhurst
Iowa Wes leyan
S'west State, Minn.
Ohio Northern
Milwaukee
Southwestern, Kansas
NW Mi ssouri
Wayne, Nebraska
Illinois State
Northwood
Missouri So uth ern
Austin
Central Methodist
Wayne, Mich.
Hanover
Northern Iowa
Simpson
Baker
Central State, Ohio

Other Games Cal Poly (Pomona)
Cal Poly (S.L.O.)
Chico
Co lorado College
Co lorado Western
Oavis
Humboldt
Idaho College
Idaho State
Kearney
Nevada (Las Vegas)
Nevada (Reno)
Northern Colorado
Riverside
Simon Fra se r
Sui Ross
Whittier
Whitworth

13
7
7
13

7
6
10
6

~
14
7
0
17
7
0
16
7
6
13
7
12
13
14
12
17
7
7
12
7
15
8
13
0
0
13
16
10
7
6
6
13
14
22
12
16
7
17
14
14
6
6
8
14
17
12
0
16

Far West

So uthern Utah
Northridge
Willamette
Midland
Southern Colorado
Fullerton
Ca l Lutheran
Eastern Orego n
Hayward
Eastern Montana
Los Angeles
Sacramento
Colorado Mines
San Diego U
Portland
Eastern New Mexico
Azusa
Lewis & Clark

13
20
14
12
14
20
14
14
7
7
7
17
6
13
13
13
6
7

